
PRIVATE EQUITY INTERVIEW CASE STUDY

How to Ace Your Private Equity Interview Case Studies and Get Into KKR, Blackstone, and TPG.

Has the team been together a long time? What type of investment banking transactions or consulting projects
have you worked on? Your decision should ultimately come down to qualitative factors, with the valuation
and returns you calculated to be used as support. These can range from asking about the amount of capital
available to invest, to the number of deals the firm screens at any one time, to asking more specifically about a
recent investment the firm made. Make sure you're totally familiar with the way an LBO model works. Or
perhaps the play is to grow the company and then sell it to a larger player in its industry. Note that venture
capital firms and smaller private equity firms will typically recruit outside of this standard recruiting cycle,
and thus the notes above about the process tend not to apply to them. A great case study combined with solid
interviews and a decent understanding of the technical aspects of leveraged buyouts are the keys to
successfully navigating a private equity interview process. Geographic location of PE firm or fund: What are
your top three preferred city locations? The following sections and chapters in this guide will help you
navigate the recruiting cycle and also help to prepare you for the modeling tests. Mention networking in an
industry, through cold-calling, conferences, reading trade publications. There are some extremely practical
things you can do throughout the interview process to guarantee that you present yourself to best effect. Make
sure that you have your own opinion. Instead, they may be asked what characteristics they would look for in a
good LBO candidate. The key to doing well in any interview is preparation. Typically if you ask me, private
equity firms start hiring in the period of March to April every year and usually finish up before the summer.
Do you have excellent financial modeling skills? What did you take into consideration when you chose this
firm? How built out is the team? Make sure you have a clear opinion on the deal that you chose in order to
demonstrate your business judgement. Have you completed any transactions while working at the firm?
Summary Slide Do the following in major bullets: Do we invest in this company? All firms will want to test
your commerciality and business sense. You will be under a lot of time pressure, so do not think of a lot of
scenarios. Competition: How does this company fare against its competitors? For post-MBA candidates, note
that the recruiting process is a bit different. You get a copy of a CIM Confidential Information Memorandum ,
usually from an old sell-side process that the PE firm took part in, and are asked to throw together a basic
LBO and write up a basic buy-side investment memo. How well is the target positioned in its industry? You
will want to make sure you work with a group of people that you can get along with and will enjoy working
with as part of the investment team.


